Smart Choices for Scalable Automation Solutions
Multi-Location Control from Anywhere
Hub
Lumina™ Gateway Hub
LU741
Coordinates RF mesh network to automate up to 40 wireless devices, sensors and/or load controllers. Remote access/control from a tablet or smartphone and email or text (event based) notifications. Leviton Cloud Services upgrade subscriptions are available, and each location receives 30 days of status feed, plus apps and dashboards for remote access and setup. The Basic upgrade adds temperature monitoring, notifications and holiday scheduling exceptions. Premium tier upgrade offers corporate level scheduling, user management, location mapping and status and custom notifications to user types.

Remote Management
Leviton Cloud Services App
Lumina Gateway’s iOS and Android apps allow for quick and easy monitoring and adjustment of lighting, temperatures, and heavy-duty loads like exterior signage, fountains, pumps, and generators from anywhere in the world. Control multiple locations by accessing a list of stores, perfect for franchisees and multiple property business owners.

Web Portal
New Cloud Website & Dashboard
http://LCS.leviton.com allows setup and configuration, but also remote control from any web browser including PC, Mac, or tablet. View and control every connected property, and adjust any connected device or schedule.

Sensors
Lumina RF Motion Sensor LURMD-00W
Compact self-powered, wireless motion sensor easily and discreetly mounts in the corner of a room for occupancy based energy management.

Lumina RF Door/Window Sensor LURDW-00W
Self-powered, wireless sensor easily applied to doors and windows for open/closed status and automation.

Lumina RF Occupancy Sensors ZSC15-IxW* and ZSC04-IxW*
Self-powered, wireless sensor, easily mounts on ceiling or surface. Provides advanced motion detection and a 360° field of view.

Temperature Monitoring
Temperature Logger and Probes (LURTL-000)
Measure and log refrigerator or freezer temperatures, as well as air temperature for dry storage or remote areas. Utilizes up to two external sensors.

Load Controllers
Lumina RF 0-10V Wall Dimmer ZSD07-AxZ*
0-10V Wall Dimmer allows dimming of any 0-10V controlled load. Rocker switch offers ON/OFF control and slender side bar provides raise/lower control.

Lumina RF 600W and 1000W Dimmers
DL6HD-1BZ and DL1KD-1BZ
Dimmers for LED, CFL, and incandescent control.

Lumina RF 15A 120/277V Switch
Decora® rocker switch used to provide manual and wireless control of lighting loads, including high-inrush LED loads. Replaces traditional single-pole wall switches, no additional wiring required.

Lumina RF 5A & 30A Wireless Module
73A00-3ZB and 73A00-4ZB
The heavy-duty load control modules are either 5A or 30A rated for control of water heaters, pool pumps, fountains, lighting, exterior signage, air conditioning compressors, generators, and more.

Thermostats
Omnistat 2 Wireless Multistage RC-2000WHZB
Includes humidity monitoring/control, emergency heat mode relay signals, proximity sensing and serial communication to external devices with 100 different backlight choices. Control up to two stages of cooling and three stages of heating.

Omnistat 2 Wireless Single Stage RC-1000WHZB
Programmable communicating thermostat provides precise digital temperature control over a single stage HVAC system.

Additional connected products available:
Leviton.com/Gateway

* x = Contact factory for (A) ARRA compliant product.
NAFTA compliant and Made in USA models available.